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Optical cables and fibers are extremely sensitive for mechanical, thermal and environmental conditions, which can affect their optical performance. This article describes known reasons and mechanisms responsible for dimensional changes in temperatures cycling, which can influence optical and mechanical performance and properties of the cables, including internal cable components. Understanding all physical and chemical mechanisms which meet different manufacturing parameters, various materials properties and external conditions allows to control and reduction of cable shrinking and as a result, improving mechanical and optical performance of optical cables.

1. INTRODUCTION

All polymers shrink. Depending on the purpose, such phenomena may be an advantage (heat shrinks, etc.), but usually, such effect is unwanted and can cause many problems and failures in various industrial fields. Production of Fiber Optical cables, which are very sensitive to mechanical stresses, forces better understanding of such phenomena. Especially as when the market grows and higher transmission is needed, smaller dimensions of cables and lower prices are required. But still, all cables need to fulfill international standard requirements. Optical
performance is precisely defined, so special mechanical performance should be provided. Indoor cables should retain flame retardant behavior, outdoor, be proofed for environmental and chemical conditions. Also, they should be environmentally friendly and meet RoHS (RoHS stands for Restriction of Hazardous Substances) and REACH (Registration, Evaluation, Authorization, Restriction of Chemicals) requirements. Finally, materials for cable jacket cannot be very expensive but need to perform very steadily during production… and don’t shrink too much.

After the rapid technical evolution in the early 80’s, attenuation performance was dramatically improved, and the cost of the fiber was significantly reduced. However, shrinking can affect those improvements, causing many issues with cable and fiber performance. Shrinking jacket can increase attenuation. It can also expose ends of fibers (which practically don’t shrink) to external humidity and other rough conditions. Different materials, and consequently cable elements, can shrink in a different way. The problem also affects loose tubes and tight buffers, connectors, fanouts and other cable elements. But what is shrinking, shrinkage, shrinkback, and why does it happen? This review will collect information regarding the shrinking phenomena, the nomenclature from optical cables’ industry perspective, the reasons which can cause different shrinking, and known methods of controlling and reducing this unwanted behavior on various materials and components. As market started to grow, cable manufacturers increased emphasis on costing and performance optimization. More innovations on polyolefin market was made. Special kind of MDPE (Medium Density Polyethylene) was developed [1], especially for outdoor optical cables, with low temperature modulus properties and a low post extrusion shrinkage, characteristic to minimize the axial compressive stress exerted by the jacketing on the cable core. Also, black version of HDPEs (High Density Polyethylene) [2-6] was used with low compressive stresses for lowest post extrusion shrinkage. Nowadays, most conventional communication cables for outdoor use are made of polyethylene (PE) provided with UV-resistant additive like black carbon. For indoor cables, different kind of materials are used. Flame retardant materials are much more complex, and their shrinking behavior is harder to predict. Also, depending on their composition, production date or even storage conditions, same materials can act differently during manufacturing process. Cables for indoor use had Flame Retardant, PVC (polyvinyl chloride) jackets. PE and PVC materials for jackets of communication cables have now been standardized internationally, (the main standard in Europe is/was EN
Polyethylene is a very good sheathing material for outdoor use, but it is not flame-retardant. In other words, it does contribute to the spread of fire. In US, PVC is physically an appropriate jacketing material with a high degree of flame-retardancy, but in the event of fire, it generates black smoke, and poisonous and corrosive gas. Such emissions are harmful not only to electrical components, but can also cause death and are prohibited in some European countries. Due to the smoke emission and toxic gas set free when PVC burns, halogen-free (FRNC/LSNH) sheathing compounds have become more and more specified and available (The definition of FRNC/LSNH is Flame-Retardant, Non Corrosive, Low Smoke, No Halogen).

FRNC materials usually consist of base polymer like EVA (Ethylene Vinyl Acetate), elastomers, flame retardants (Al(OH)$_3$, ATH, Mg(OH)$_2$, huntite and hydromagnesite, various hydrates, boron compounds and much more). Such complex composition of organic and inorganic compounds affects as well cables performance and shrinking behavior. Another example of cable components which shrinking can reduce cable performance are buffer tubes. Although the buffer tube is within a cable, the shrinkage is limited by the structure of the cable it still can cause some problems during connecting cable to closures or data centers. However the problem might appear just after tube production, or even during manufacturing. Different materials, construction types and tube diameters, requires special conditions, with very narrow temperature ranges and strictly defined production parameters.

Various cable components can shrink in various ways, because of different polymers structure and properties. All plastics parts shrink after processing, as a result of their compressibility and the thermal contraction as they cool from the processing temperature. Because crystallites contain more ordered and better packing of the polymer chains, phase transition increases shrinkage significantly. For amorphous polymers, shrinkage values are not only low, but shrinkage itself is quick to occur. Crystalline polymers are not only affected by compressibility and temperature shrinkage, but also by crystallization shrinkage. As the polymer solidifies, crystals form and the improved packing leads to shrinkage values far greater than those seen in amorphous polymers. For example, typical crystalline polymer such as PP (Polypropylene), shrinkage can be between 5 -10 times the shrinkage of an amorphous polymer [7]. Only about 85% of this higher shrinkage will have taken place in the first 24 hours, about 98-99% will have taken place in the first week and the remaining shrinkage may take up to 3 months to complete. In such cases, annealing for a short
time at the maximum crystallization temperature to force the polymer to equilibrium where full shrinkage can take place within an hour.

2. SHRINKING

Shrinking behavior has been widely described in literature for many years [1-13]. Depending on manufacturing field, country or even company, phenomena is named and understood differently. That is not surprising when such data is compared. Shrinking consists of many mechanisms and appears in different conditions, even when two extrusion lines seems to be copied at the same way. It can change the molecular structure, can be reversible and irreversible, can be partially effect of production parameters, material individual behavior (polymer chains orientation and crystallinity level), temperature, time, external conditions, production line construction and speed, equipment type (and life time) or even individual experience of manufacturing engineer. Because of such complexity of a problem special nomenclature based on world literature will be implemented to easier understanding and distinguish those specific effects.

3. THERMAL EXPANSION AND CONTRACTION

*Thermal expansion is the tendency of matter to change in volume in response to a change in temperature* [8].

When a substance is heated, its particles begin moving more than usual, maintaining a greater average separation. The degree of expansion divided by the change in temperature is called the material's coefficient of thermal expansion and generally varies with temperature. When heat is added to most materials, the average amplitude of the atoms vibrating within the material increases. Such effect increases the separation between the atoms causing the material to expand. If the material does not go through a phase change, the expansion can be easily related to the temperature change. The linear coefficient of thermal expansion ($\alpha$) describes the relative change in length of a material per degree temperature change. $\alpha$ is the ratio of change in length ($\Delta l$) to the total starting length ($l_i$) and change in temperature ($\Delta T$).

$$\alpha = \Delta l / l_i \cdot \Delta T$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

The linear coefficient of thermal expansion [7].
If the linear coefficient of thermal expansion is known, the change in the sample length can be theoretically calculated for each degree of temperature change. This effect also works in reversal. If energy is removed from a material, then the object's temperature will decrease, causing the object to contract. Coefficient of thermal expansion can serve as a material characteristic only where material behavior is reversible. But in world of polymers other mechanisms appears parallel which complicates the topic much more.

4. SHRINKAGE AND SHRINKBACK

The most accurately described effect of shrinking, called shrinkage, consist of a couple other effects, which in combination creates shrinkage. Shrinkage of the cable jacket, commonly referred to as “shrinkback”, occurs as this frozen-in polymer orientation relaxes in the solid state [8]. The name shrinkback was firstly used when shrinking behavior of cable jacket was observed, revealing cable ends.

But it would be easier to understand real products’ behavior, when we separate those effects theoretically. Going by that way in this review, the whole shrinking effect would be called shrinkage. Technically, shrinkage is temperature dependent volume change. When polymer is slowly cooled down to room temperature, its density changes significantly. Cooling too quickly can prevent the polymer from reaching its final density. Re-heating the cable jacket sometime later may allow plastic to continue its thickening. Two main effects which create shrinkage are shrinkback and aforementioned contraction [2]. The name “shrinkback” appears especially in cables industry publications and literature, as well as in copper transmission cables and in fiber optic cables (FOC). Shrinkback is a kind of response for frozen forces which appeared during extrusion process, while temperature increase and molecules chains have more opportunities to change configuration and come back to a shorter chain [19]. Extrusion process stretched those chains’ elongating and orientating them in extrusion direction. High temperature and pressure keep them that away until the temperature is rapidly cooled down. Polymer chains do not have enough time to relax and almost immediately (depending on conditions and dimensions) are frozen in a tensed way. This tension does not disappear and is still trapped in polymer structure, waiting for an opportunity to relax. Such chance appears when cable jacket is heated up and two mechanisms met even
though they might be contrary. Cable jacket during heating grows as a result of reversible thermal expansion until polymer chains have more movement possibilities as polymer is getting more “rubber like” and shrinkback appears. Even though sample is still expanding, opposite force appears, as stretched polymer chains are relaxing. Depending on polymer properties such effect might be correlated with glass transition effect.

If polymer is semi crystalline, during cooling the crystallization also occurs, which also affects shrinking. And at this point, it is necessary to come back to the structure of polymers. Thermoplastic polymers shrinkage also depends on the matrix morphology – amorphous or semi-crystalline. In semi-crystalline polymers, the volumetric shrinkage results from the densification upon crystallization (with crystals being of higher density than the amorphous phase f.e. LDPE vs HDPE, or PP mentioned before), in addition to the shrinkage because of lower temperature. In amorphous polymers, the shrinkage is only due to the latter. The total shrinkage for semi-crystalline matrices can even be ten times higher than for amorphous.

Below $T_g$ (glass transition temperature), there is virtually no molecular motion on a local scale. Polymers have many of the properties associated with ordinary organic glasses, including hardness and stiffness. The crystalline melting point is the temperature at which crystals melt, and a crystalline polymer resembles an amorphous polymer, which has no short-range order. $T_m$ (melting temperature) generally increases as the degree of crystallinity increases. Above $T_m$, no crystallization exists, and below $T_g$, no further movement of molecules is possible to nucleate or grow crystals. The fastest rate of crystallization occurs midway between $T_g$ and $T_m$. The longer a polymer remains between the two, the greater the amount of crystallization [8].

**Shrinkback** is a permanent effect [13], and is not reversible. The reason of this is that during relaxation, polymer changes the chain configuration. Opposite to shrinkback, contraction is irreversible and chain configuration does not change, only molecules get shorter. Both effects combined together create the shrinkage.

Depending on the temperature range and the time influence, the overall shrinkage process involves a rapid initial stage contraction of the molecular network, associated with disorientation in the amorphous phase, followed by a crystallization stage during which chain folding takes place. Crystallization can occur simultaneously with amorphous disorientation, and once the crystallization starts, further shrinkage is hindered [9].
Changing temperatures increase and speed up this effect. But even in room temperatures, the molecules would like to come back to reduce frozen tension. Of course, because of limited molecule movement in the solid state process is not so fast, and it needs more time to shrink. It can cause problems mentioned before in the longer time period. That is why aging is performed to predict such behavior. To understand it better, the terms from literature can be used as well, like the primary and the secondary shrink [3]. Standard DIN 16901 suggest to take the first length measurement not sooner than 16h after the production. Such long time is needed for strain relaxation, and such shrink is a “primary shrink”. Further uncontrolled transformation, which can be couple hundred hours long, is a secondary shrink, where recrystallization, relaxation and particles accumulation take place. As a consequence, energetic equilibration is achieved and strains are relieved. It is believed that sum of those two factors is (approximately) stable, and it is important to achieve highest primary shrink value, which could be controlled during the cooling, to obtain the smallest value of secondary shrink, which is unknown. There is another factor which significantly influences shrinkback – friction between cable elements. Such effect on one hand reduce shrinking of the jacket, but on the other also blocks relaxation in some way and helps creating frozen in stresses.

5. RESIDUAL STRESSES

The strains which can be blocked during polymer cooling can be also separated in respect of transition stage and physical mechanism [2, 3]. Flow Induced Residual Stress takes place, when melted polymer molecules are unstressed, and they tend to an equilibrium, random coil state. During processing, the polymer is sheared and elongated, and the molecules are oriented in the flow direction. If solidification occurs before the polymer molecules are fully relaxed to their state of equilibrium, molecular orientation is locked within the extruded part [17]. Another is the Thermal Induced Residual stress which arises during the cooling stage [2]. During the cooling stage, the polymer cools at different rates. When the polymer starts to cool, the external surface layers start to shrink, while the bulk of polymer is still hot at the core and free to contract. Later, when the internal core cools, it's contraction is constrained by the external layers since they are already rigid.
The problem of thermal residual stresses can be especially found in the extruded polymer products where rapid inhomogeneous cooling is a part of the manufacturing process. For cables, cooling starts at the outer layers of the cable jacket, where the temperature drops almost instantaneously from well above the melting point to room temperature. As a result, the outer layers stiffens, but the inner layers still occupy a larger volume, introducing stresses into the cable jacket or tube. As cooling proceeds radially, solidification produces further thermal stresses. Usually thermal stresses partially persist in the finished product since most polymers are viscoelastic. Furthermore, the stress development is also influenced by the semi-crystalline microstructure of certain polymers like PE. Moreover, high (or “too high”) temperature of jacketing process can have an impact on inside cable components like buffer tubes and other materials which could be sensitive for such temperature treatment.

6. ORIENTATION AND CRYSTALLIZATION

Orientation is frozen-in stretching or elongation of the polymer molecules occurring during polymer flowing from the extrusion die to windup area of the extrusion process. On removal of the deforming stresses, the molecules start to coil up again, but the process may not go to equilibrium before the polymer cools to below its glass transition temperature (Tg). This leads to residual orientation (frozen-in strain) and aforementioned corresponding frozen-in stresses. Usually polymers with extensive side branches or bulky side branches along the polymer chain can be more sensible to frozen-in elongation than polymers with smaller side chains. Same result occurs when rubbery and elastic polymers are compared with stiffer ones, which are more susceptible to frozen-in orientation.

Many different factors may affect orientation during the extrusion process [20]. When the extrudate exits the die, the polymer molecules, oriented in the die land area, relax and reentangle, causing die swell. If the extrudate is allowed to droll out the die, the cross section swells, becoming larger than the die opening due to polymer relaxation. Extrudate pulled away from the extruder, orients the polymer molecular chains in the machine direction. The draw depends on the puller speed relative to the extruder output. Draw ratio is directly related to molecular orientation, resulting in higher tensile and flexural properties in the machine direction compared to the transverse position. Process settings
and die should be chosen very carefully. The draw ratio depends on the product size exiting the die versus the required product size [20]. On PBT material example, it has been shown that thermal shrinkage of the tubes with low orientation can be attributed to the rubber-like behavior of a molecular network [9]. The explanation of such phenomena might be that disorientation of the oriented amorphous phase is the predominant mechanism by which shrinkage occurs. Relatively slow crystallization because of low orientation, does not compete with shrinkage. In the highly drawn samples with high orientation, however, crystallization can be extremely rapid, especially at high temperatures, and can impede shrinkage. As mentioned before, shrinkback around glass temperature may be additional force which will oppose thermal expansion during first heating of the tube depending on polymer chains orientation.

**But how to measure orientation?**

There are many tests which have been devised [20], depending on equipment type, kind of sample material etc. One of the simplest method is called “Chrysler Test” and has a couple of variations. One of them uses measured stripes cut from a sheet (in different directions to determine local orientation!). Then the samples go to the oven at temperature of polymer thermoforming and stripes are measured again. The greater the difference in specified direction, the bigger the orientation in the sample. The other way for transparent polymers is just to observe by passing the sheet between polarized film. The orientation will appear as rainbow patterns across the sheet. One of the more complicated method and much more precise is polarized Raman Spectroscopy [15], which probes information about molecular orientation and symmetry of the bond vibrations, in addition to the general chemical identification which standard Raman provides. *Measurements are made acquiring spectra with polarisation which is either parallel or perpendicular to the inherent polarisation of the excitation laser. Polarisor is inserted in the beam path between the sample and the spectrometer and Raman polarisation is selected by the user [15].* Polarization measurements provide information about molecular shape and the orientation of molecules in ordered materials, such as crystals, polymers and liquid crystals. Other methods which can be also used include Wide Angle X-Ray Diffraction, Linear Dichroism, Sonic Techniques, or Polarised Fluorescence and a described in literature [15, 20].
7. CRYSTALLIZATION

As it was shortly mentioned, when crystalline polymers cool, small areas of short-range order form. These are highly organized and closely packed molecules which can create crystals. There are several models and theories regarding crystal formation, and the most popular is the “fringed micelle” model. It is a two-dimensional representation of molecules in a crystalline polymer according to the fringed micelle theory [16, 18]. It shows the ordered regions or crystallites embedded in an amorphous matrix. A single polymer chain may be present in sections of different crystallites, which can complicate shrinking effects even more. Larger structures, made up of bundles of crystallites, are named “spherulites” and these are formed in the bulk of the material. They behave in a similar manner to the formation and growth of grains in a metal. Those micelles can be observed on Figure 1.

![Formation of a crystal lamella as observed with molecular dynamics. The crystallization domain is observed to extend over several chain diameters](image)

Crystal formation begins at the nucleation points and extends outwards into the bulk of the polymer. The nucleation can be divided into homogenous (small number nucleation sites and a few large crystals) and Heterogeneous, which consists of other elements than the primary polymer. This particles may act as nucleation sites and can form many new crystals. For example, certain coloring agents can act like that and this results in higher shrinkage rates. The type of nucleation process will also affect the properties of crystalline polymers. A product with relatively few large crystals will have different properties than one with more, but smaller crystals.
Not all polymers crystallize to the same degree and in the same way. What is more, different measurement techniques may show different crystallinity level at the same samples. But all of polymers have “some” degree of crystallinity (except for amorphous polymers of course). Crystallinity can vary between 0% (an amorphous polymer) and 80% (a highly crystalline polymer). There are also a number of variables present in polymer structure that affect crystallinity, like length of polymer chain, stereoregularity, number of polar groups and chain branching.

Fig. 2. Bill Hurley Corning – TMA measurement of PE cable jacket [13].

Any of these structures will behave differently in temperature cycling. Most efficient tool for such measurements is TMA (Thermo Mechanical Analysis). When measuring program is set for at least two cycles from –40 up to 50°C (depending on polymer type), differences between shrinkage and shrinkback can be easily observed. If production process is controlled, and various structures mentioned before could be obtained, TMA measurement of different crystallinity level and orientation could bring much more interesting conclusion. An example of TMA analysis is showed on Fig. 2.

Some TMA models with modulated measurement system allow to measure total dimensional change and its reversing and non-reversing components. Total signal is identical to standard TMA, but does not uniquely define the $T_g$. Those component signals can clearly separate
actual $T_g$ from the stress relaxation event. Such type of measurement in combination with standard measurement in temperature cycle might give much more information of different shrinking effects.

8. CONTROLLING SHRINKBACK

By modifying processing techniques, crystallinity can be controlled, even in semi-crystalline plastics. It is possible to quench, or rapidly cool, plastic parts to reduce the formation of crystals. However, the success of this depends on the relationship of $T_g$ of the polymer and the service temperature. If $T_g$ is higher than the service temperature, then the quenching will prevent the formation of crystals during cooling. As a result, they are unlikely to form during the service life of the product. Equally, if the service temperature is approximately the same as or higher than $T_g$, then quenching will only delay the inevitable, and crystallization and shrinkage will eventually occur afterwards, which can cause serious problems after some time [20].

Equally, it is possible to anneal polymers after processing, to ensure that proper crystallization has taken place. Annealing involves holding the polymer above $T_g$ but below $T_m$ for a specific time to both encourage and control the growth of the crystalline structure. High nucleation and growth rates can also be achieved if heterogeneous nucleation is used. In this case, nucleation is initiated by seeding with a foreign particle, which is typically a polymer similar to the base polymer but with a higher melting point. Some commercial products incorporate special nucleating agents to produce a high degree of crystallization and controlled structures, including coloring agents. It is also possible to induce directional crystallization by stretching polymers below $T_m$ to create crystalline filaments, fibers or sheets with a crystalline structure oriented in the direction of stretching. This cold-drawing technique is used extensively in fiber and film production and in the production of PET bottles.

Another way to control shrinkage is good process controls and understanding of the extrusion process [20]. Many variables have to be controlled and taken into consideration. Even very small changes in the process may change parameters of the product, and affect the behavior of melt material, stress inside and finally, the shrinkage.

Beginning from temperature zone control, the thermocouple must operate properly. Temperature controllers have evolved over the years
with improvements in electronics to provide very accurate control on all extruder zones.

If the actual and set temperatures in a particular zone are significantly different, it may mean i.e., that the temperature is not correctly controlled in that particular zone, or the thermocouple is not operating properly, and may need replacement. Other reason might be that the temperature setting for the material could be wrong or the excess shear heat is being generated in that zone. Also, the polymer melt temperature control is critical to the control and reproducibility of the extrusion process. Melt temperature measurement inside the extruder barrel is not always practical, because the turning screw would shear off a melt probe sticking down in the melt stream.

Melt pressure measurements at the extruder head are also very important. The melt temperature and pressure at the die produce consistent output, resulting in uniform product cross sectional dimension. Like the melt temperature, the melt pressure may show if there are any problems in the extruder and die. The Die pressure fluctuations correspond with the output fluctuations and dimensional changes. Even very small differences in the die shape may result in a bigger shrinking behavior because of the energy dissipation at the probe due to polymer shear heating resulting from the polymer flowing. Also, the usage of a die and shear rate may influence shrinkage.

Another important factor that should be investigated and controlled is rheological behavior [17]. Uncontrolled changes in polymer viscosity may result in product dimensional changes, higher or lower shear heating causing possible res in degradation, or higher motor loads and different melting and metering characteristics. Such behavior may have great importance, especially with flame retardant materials. Other than the equipment problems, viscosity variations are an issue associated with running different regrinds at various levels, flame retardant materials, blends, or coextrusions. Measurement of MFI, or online viscosity measurements could avoid or reduce such problem and detect any sudden viscosity changes. Another, but not so popular method could be online FT-IR measurements which could show any composition and additive levels in a formulation. In-line measurements eliminate the problems associated with sampling methodology, sample preparation, and time delays. In addition, the infrared (IR) crystalline absorption bands are not present, as the polymer is molten and amorphous. In-line systems must be able to handle high temperatures and high melt viscosities, and be able to perform in a manufacturing environment with delicate equipment.
9. SUMMARY

Because of complexity of this phenomena, dimensional change of polymers, is still not 100% understood. The polymers might have the properties of both liquids and solids depending on their properties and conditions. All kind of described mechanisms affect dimensional changing properties of polymers. When cable production factors are added, which additionally affects orientation of polymer chains and sensitivity of optical fibers inside, preparing perfect conditions which prediction of all the consequences in short and long term, might be a real challenge. Especially after realizing how much different kind of polymer materials and components optical cables are made of. Finally – all kind of external conditions, where cables are placed also can be very harmful and can influence shrinking and as a consequence – reduce optical performance. Laboratory tests which can simulate real conditions including thermal cycling, environmental and mechanical influence should not be the only tool for such complex problem. Much more effort should be placed on experiments in real environment, including manufacturing and mounted products in long term behavior.
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